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2024 Grand Design Influence 3704BH $104,385
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Description 2024 Grand Design Influence 3704BH, Grand Design Influence fifth wheel
3704BH highlights: Private Bunk Room Fireplace Kitchen Island Free Standing
Dinette Dual Entry Bath and a Half Check out the Window Sticker for building &
pricing your New Custom Order Fifth Wheel 3704BH. Grab the whole gang and
head out in this fifth wheel featuring a private bunkhouse that sleeps five. This
unit also features dual entry doors for added convenience with one set leading
into a half bath, and quad slides for even more space in this widebody layout. The
combined kitchen and living area featuring dual opposing slides offer space to
dine and relax including theater seating for two opposite the entertainment center
and fireplace. The chef in your group will appreciate the amenities for dreaming
up dishes to feed everyone, and the outside griddle, sink and beverage cooler
provides even more options. In front, a private bedroom and full bath with a
queen bed or optional king, your choice. You can even add a washer and dryer
with a space in front prepped for both if you like. Any Grand Design Influence fifth
wheel features five-sided aluminum cage construction with a walk-on roof and a
fully enclosed underbelly with heated tanks and storage for all weather camping.
For peace of mind, the MORryde CRE3000 Suspension system and ABS braking
system will provide safe and smooth towing, and the 101" widebody construction
offers all the room you need and that is before multiple slides are fully engaged.
You will appreciate the keyed alike locks, slam-latch baggage doors with
magnetic door catches, exterior security light, and solid surface entry steps. On
the inside, Congoleum flooring, premium roller shades for privacy, a hallway
handrail for safety, and nightstands with USB ports to keep all of your electronics
fully charged. You will also love the On Demand tankless water heater when
showering, plus the added heat and ambiance from an electric fireplace, and so
much more! *All calculated monthly payments are an estimate for qualified
buyers only and do not constitute a commitment that financing or a specific
interest rate or term is available. Financing terms may not be available in all
Campers Inn Company locations. Campers Inn RV Sales is not responsible for any
misprints, typos, or errors found in our website pages. Any price listed excludes
freight, sales tax, registration tags, and delivery fees. Manufacturer pictures,
specifications, and features may be used in place of actual inventory in stock on
our lot. Please contact us for availability as our inventory changes rapidly.
Manufacturer and/or stock photographs may be used and may not be
representative of the particular unit being viewed. Where an image has a stock
image indicator, please confirm specific unit details with your dealer
representative. Call, C

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: MESATOGDI3704BH
VIN Number: 34949-MESATOGDI3704BH
Condition: New
Length: 40
GVW: 16800
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 4

Item address , Mesa, Arizona, United States
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